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PAPER 2, THE AMERICAN WEST 
 

The Plains were flat and 

grassy with few trees, few 

rivers and very little rain. 

There were extremes of 

heat in summer and 

freezing cold in winter. 

Many different tribes 

lived across the Great 

Plains (Prairies or Great 

American Desert) e.g. 

Sioux. 

 

The Plains Indians: Buffalo and 

horses 
Horses had great importance: a sign of 

wealth, a sign of power and vital for 

hunting buffalo. Horses also made 

travelling easier because the Indians’ 

belongings could be pulled by the horse. 

 

Nomadic, they did not settle down in one place. 

AS A CONSEQUENCE OF BEING NOMADIC, 

they were able to survive by hunting buffalo – furs 

and hide for clothes; dung was used for fuel; the 

flesh was used for food; the hide (buffalo skin) was 

used to make the tipi. ANOTHER  CONSEQUENCE 

WAS there were problems with white settlers who 

wanted to settle down in one place and use the land 

e.g. homesteaders. 

 

The tipi was made from wooden poles and buffalo skins: easy to put 

up and take down.  
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The Plains Indians: religion 

-Indians prayed, danced and fasted for guidance from the spirit 

world: eg the Sun Dance. 

-Believed land was created by Wakan Tanka (the Great Spirit) and 

could not be owned – land should be respected.  AS A 

CONSEQUENCE, white settlers like homesteaders came into 

conflict with Indians because they wanted to own land. The Great 

Spirit (Wakan Tanka) created everything and should be respected. 

 

 

The Plains Indians: warfare 

-Tribes sometimes went to war: to steal horses. They did not go to 

war about ownership of land. 

-‘Counting Coup’ was a way of showing your skill and bravery as a 

fighter.  It involved getting close enough to an enemy so you could 

touch him with a coup stick. 

-There was no honour in dying bravely, it was better to live so your 

family could be looked after. AS A CONSEQUENCE, the US army 

found it difficult to fight the Indians as they often ran away rather 

than fight and die. 

-Indians scalped their enemies (cut their scalp and hair off) so they 

couldn’t go to the afterlife. AS A CONSEQUENCE, white people 

saw this as barbaric because the dead were mutilated. 

 

 

The Plains Indians: Tribes and Bands 

-An Indian tribe (e.g. Sioux) was split up into several bands.  The 

whole tribe did not live together because they were too big to hunt 

buffalo together.  Sometimes the bands would all meet up together 

e.g. to discuss going to war. 

-Bands were led by chiefs and a council of advisers. The tribe did 

not have to obey the decisions of the chief and council. AS A 

CONSEQUENCE, the US government found it difficult to make 
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treaties with Indian Tribes and chiefs because some of the bands 

opposed the treaties. 

-They had more than one wife (POLYGAMY) so females could give 

birth and keep the tribe strong. 

-Left the old and infirm to die (EXPOSURE) when they were a 

burden to the tribe. 

-The role of men was to protect the band and tribe; hunt for 

buffalo. Women looked after the tipi, made clothing, cooked. 
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US government policy towards the Indians and the Plains 
 

The government wanted to keep whites and Native Americans 

apart. Many white Americans thought the Indians were savages. 

They saw themselves as superior 

and they had the right to buy and 

sell land. AS A CONSEQUENC, 

white Americans pushed the 

Indians onto the Great Plains 

because they thought it was not 

suitable for farming. IT ALSO 

MEANT the government passed 

laws to separate white people 

from the Indians. 

 

1830 = Indian Removal Act = forced 46,000 Indians in the east of 

America to move to the west of the Mississippi River. The 

government said the Indians could have the Great Plains forever 

because the whites thought it was worthless.  

 

1834 = the government decided there was going to be a ‘Permanent’ 

Indian Frontier to keep whites and Indians apart. AS A 

CONSEQUENCE, this Frontier prevented whites from settling on 

Indian lands on the Plains.  However, some white people decided to 

cross the Frontier and see what the rest of the country was like. 

 

1848 = USA wins a war against 

Mexico.  

America gained lands that Mexico 

used to own. AS A CONSEQUENCE, 

the US government now controlled 

land in the east and west of America. 
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However, the Great Plains in the middle of America was supposed to 

be where only the Indians lived without white Americans or settlers.  

AS A CONSEQUENCE, government policy changed. They wanted 

white people to be allowed onto the Plains so they could travel West 

and live in Oregon and Califonia in the West of America.  

 

1851 = Indian Appropriations Act gave money so Indians could live in 

an area on the Great Plains now known as Oklahoma. They wanted 

Indians to live on reservations (areas of land ‘reserved’ for use by 

Plains Indians but under government control). Indians were also given 

hunting grounds so they could hunt for buffalo. The US government 

preferred them to farm like white Americans. 
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THE FIRST WHITE PEOPLE GO ACROSS THE GREAT 

PLAINS IN THE 1840s AND 1850s 

 
In the 1840s and 1850s some white people travelled across the 

Great Plains to the West of America. The journey could take three 

months and had many dangers: Indian attacks; flooded rivers; snow 

and ice in the Rocky Mountains; running out of food; the oxen that 

pulled the wagons died; wagons broke; Plains were very hot. They 

travelled on the Oregon Trail to the West 

 
The Oregon Trail was not a road; it was a track for wagons across 

the Great Plains, Rocky Mountains and into Oregon and California.  
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Why did white people go west, why was the Oregon Trail 

important? 

 

1. After 1837 there was an economic depression in the east of 

America: unemployment and poverty; wages dropped by 40%.  

AS A CONSEQUENCE, many people were desperate for a new start 

in the west of America; the Oregon Trail allowed them to move and 

start again as farmers, gold diggers or open a business. In 1843, 900 

settlers migrated to the west , this was known as the Great 

Migration. 

 

2. To sail to the west around south America cost $300 and took 

months so it was too expensive for the poor.  

The Oregon Trail was nowhere near as expensive and took about 3 

months. THEREFORE, migrants had a cheap way of travelling across 

America. 5,000 people made the journey by 1846. 

 

3. Many farmers in the East had gone bankrupt due to the economic 

depression. There was free farmland in California. It was easy to get 

a farm big enough to provide food for your family. The climate was 

warm, the soil was fertile: wheat, oranges and grapes could grow 

easily. 

AS A RESULT, they were able to use the Oregon Trail to move and 

start again. By 1869 400,000 had migrated west using the Oregon 

Trail. 

 
4. Gold was discovered in California in 1848. AS A CONSEQUENCE 

of the Oregon Trail, the gold rush of 1849 saw 100,000 people 

travel to California. As well as gold digging, people moved to become 

shopkeepers, traders and saloon (bar) owners - the population of 

California grew much larger. 
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Manifest Destiny and the Oregon Trail 

 

This was a belief that white Americans should live all over America 

because God wanted them to because they were superior to the 

‘savage’ Indians and they should farm the land. 

AS A CONSEQUENCE, paintings and newspapers encouraged people 

to go West as did government laws in the 1860s. The Oregon Trail 

allowed Americans to settle in the West and carry out the idea of 

Manifest Destiny. The government paid $30,000 for John Fremont 

to make a map of the Oregon Trail. His maps persuaded people that 

Oregon was safe and the journey could be done.   
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The Gold Rush 
 

People thought they could get rich after 

gold was discovered in California in 1848. 

A RESULT OF THE OREGON TRAIL 

WAS IT allowed people to get to 

California so they could mine. The gold 

rush of 1849 saw 100,000 people travel 

to California. As well as prospectors 

(people who dug for gold), people moved 

to become shopkeepers, and saloon (bar) 

owners.  

 

THE GOLD RUSH WAS IMPROTANT BECAUSE: 

 

 The city of San Francisco in California became a big city and a 

centre of trade.  

 The gold rush persuaded people to go West: this helped 

Manifest Destiny (white people living all over America).  

 The gold made America wealthy and boosted trade. It helped 

to pay for a railway across America in 1869.  

  

 

HOWEVER, BECAUSE OF THE GOLD RUSH: 

 
 Indians in California were almost wiped out by white miners 

who took their lands. Some were made slaves. Some were 

murdered by miners so they could mine on their lands. 

 The Oregon Trail became more popular with prospectors 

(people who wanted to dig for gold). This also caused conflict 

with the Plains Indians because more people were travelling 

over lands given to the Indians. People also shot buffalo. 

 The growth of mining towns led to problems of law and order 

such as prostitution, gambling and murder. There were racial 

problems between Americans and Chinese.  
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Law and order in mining towns:  

 
When gold was discovered, many 

people settled in the area to prospect 

(dig) for gold. Camps could grow from 

a few people to huge towns very 

quickly. THIS LED TO LAW AND 

ORDER PROBLEMS: 

1. When you found gold you could claim 

the site and any gold found on the 

site. The claim had to be registered with the district recorder. 

This led to ‘claim jumping’ when other prospectors murdered the 

original miner making the claim and stole the mine for themselves. 

2. ‘Road agents’ were gangs of criminals who robbed miners of their 

gold. 

3. There were many prostitutes and saloons selling alcohol in the 

mining towns; people gambled. Arguments were settled by fights or 

with guns. 

4. In 1852, 20,000 miners came to California from China. This led to 

racial problems, robbery and murder.  

5. Many prospectors could not find any gold. Instead they went to 

live in towns like San Francisco and turned to crime. San Francisco 

suffered from much gang crime such as robbery and murder because 

there were so many gang members and not enough law and order 

officers. 
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The Donner Party 
 
ONE CONSEQUENCE OF THE OREGON TRAIL WAS THERE WERE 

DEATHS BECAUSE OF DIFFICULTIES ON THE TRAIL. The Donner 

Party was led by George and Jacob Donner, they got trapped in the 

Sierra Nevada Mountains.  

 

The 300 people in the party 

started on the Oregon Trail in 

May 1846. They included 

women, children and the elderly 

so were very slow.  

 

In July, they reached the Rocky 

Mountains but they split up. About 80 people decided to take a new short 

cut called the Hastings Cut, which they were told would save them about 

400 miles. The man who had made a map of the new route was called 

Lansford Hastings. However, he never used the new route and his map was 

not accurate. 

 

The route was too hard, they got lost because 

there were no wagon tracks to follow and the 

map was wrong. They argued about going back. 

There was little or no food for the oxen that 

pulled the wagons.  

  

The group had been delayed and did not get 

through the mountains before winter. In 

October they reached the Sierra Nevada 

Mountains where they got trapped by snow. The 

party had to eat their cattle, then bark and twigs, and finally each other – 

they were forced to become cannibals.  Many died of starvation. 

 

Rescue groups from Fort Sutter managed to rescue the survivors in 

February 1847. Of the 87 who set out, 46 survived, and 41 died. 
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THE MORMONS – the went west to escape 

religious persecution 
 

Religious group – Christians.  Founded by Joseph Smith after he 

claimed he was visited by an angel called Moroni. The angel led him 

to dig up some gold plates which told the story of Christ. The plates 

became “The Book of Mormon”.  Joseph Smith founded the Mormons 

and attracted many followers. 

Smith and his Mormon followers were very unpopular. In 1845 Smith 

was murdered. 

  

Why were the Mormons disliked? 

 

They believed in polygamy, just like Indians. 

The Mormons set up a bank, it went bankrupt in 1837, some 

Americans lost all their savings. 

They formed a secret police force called the Danites.  Many 

Americans thought they could take over America. 

 

Success – Brigham Young 

 

Joseph Smith was murdered and they were forced to leave Illinois.  

The next leader was Brigham Young.  AS A RESULT, he believed 

God wanted him to take the Mormons to safety in an isolated area: 

The Great Salt Lake. 

 

1. In 1847, Young and the first group of strong settlers set out. 

They marked out a route, located fresh water, set up river 

crossings. THIS MEANT the second group would not get lost; have 

food; fresh water supplies so they would not get thirsty. They would 

know where to cross rivers safely. 

 

2. There was strict discipline and everyone was given a role. Each 

group had a mix of Mormons with different skills such as mending 

wagons. Therefore, each group would have enough skilled people to 
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make the 

journey. 

Blacksmiths 

could make 

metal objects 

like shoes for 

horses. 

 

3. Young and 

the first group 

arrived at the Great Salt Lake in July 1847. BECAUSE it was outside 

American control and very isolated they thought they would be safe. 

 

4. A second, larger group of families set out later in 1847. The 

journey was much easier because of the work done by Brigham Young 

and the first group of 150 Mormons. 

 

Mormon survival at the Great Salt Lake 

At The Great Salt Lake it was hot, there was not much fresh water, 

it was difficult to grow crops and there was not much wood for 

building. Young helped solve the problems for the new settlers: 

 

PROBLEM SOLUTION 

There was not much 

water for crops 

Irrigation ditches/ canals were dug to 

distribute water from streams to fields 

Everyone wanted the 

best land 

The Mormon Church owned all the land. 

Land was shared out fairly between families 

The number of Mormons 

was small 

Young set up a fund (Perpetual Emigration 

Fund) to pay for Europeans/ Americans 

willing to join them 

They needed money to 

buy crops, supplies and 

ploughs 

They charged travellers a toll to cross their 

lands and set up shops for them to use 
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FARMING ON THE PLAINS - THE HOMESTEADERS 
 

Homesteaders were people who 

went to live and farm on the 

Plains.  It was a hard, lonely life 

in very difficult conditions. 

 

 

 

Problems of living and farming on the Great Plains 

 

PROBLEM SOLUTION 

Few rivers or streams 

on the Plains = Water 

shortages for cooking 

and washing. 

Water shortages for 

watering crops. 

As a result, wells were dug and were 

important for getting water. Wind-pumps 

were invented in 1854 by Daniel Halliday to 

pump water up from 30 feet beneath the 

ground. 

There were few tress 

on the Plains = 

Shortage of wood for 

building homes. 

This meant they built SODHOUSES: houses 

made of clay, earth and straw.  But they were 

dirty; leaked and rats/snakes/insects lived in 

them. 

There were few trees 

on the Plains = shortage 

of wood for fuel. 

Consequently, Buffalo dung was dried out and 

used for fuel: it smelt and burned quickly. 

 

Crops died in the harsh 

conditions: extreme 

heat in summer and 

freezing cold in winter. 

 

 

 

Turkey Red Wheat was planted, it could 

survive. Bread was made from the wheat. 
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The land was hard and 

rocky, ploughs broke. 

 

This led to the invention of the Sod-Buster: a 

new, strong plough. It was important because 

it could plough the land so seeds could be 

planted. 

Lack of wood for 

fences for fields: cows 

and buffalo trampled 

and ate crops. 

Therefore, Barbed-wire was invented in 1874 

by Joseph Glidden. It was important because 

Homesteaders could fence off their farms 

easily and cheaply. The spikes stabbed and 

cut any animal trying to get through. 

 

 

 

The importance of railroads: 

The first transcontinental railway was built by 1869; it crossed 

America from the east to the west. Homesteaders could now easily 

order new machinery so farming was easier; this meant more people 

moved to the Plains. More towns were built nearer railway lines 

which made it easier to sell crops and buy goods. 
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The late 1870s and 1880s – farming gets better  

New technology was important because it made it easier to farm and 

for families to grow enough food to sell. Therefore, more families 

would settle the Plains if they believed they could survive and even 

make profits from farming. 

Old problem New solution 

Windpumps made of 

wood were not strong 

and often broke in the 

string winds of the 

Prairie (Great Plains). 

They could not easily 

pump water from below 

30 feet. 

Better metal wind pumps were 

invented with larger metal 

blades so they could pump up 

water from deeper 

underground. They were also 

built on towers and had gears 

to be more efficient.  

Barbed wire was 

invented by joseph 

Glidden in 1784. It was 

expensive, broke too 

easily and rusted 

quickly. 

New production methods made it cheaper, it 

was given a coating so it didn’t rust.  
 

 

Ploughs had to break up 

the soil so seeds could 

be planted but often 

broke in the hard rocky 

soil. Sod-busters had 

steel tips but were very 

expensive. 

 

 

 

Sod-busters had 

steel tips and did 

not break easily 

but they were 

expensive. Sulky 

plows were ploughs 

the farmer could 

sit on, they were also very strong: 50,000 

were sold in 6 years.  
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Water evaporated very 

quickly in the extreme 

heat so crops died, 

seeds didn’t grow. 

Dry farming was used: this was a method used 

by Hardy Campbell in Dakota. He prepared 

the soil so it trapped water under the surface 

so it remained moist. 

Seeds were not planted 

deep enough so they 

died in the heat.  

Seed drills were invented to plant the seeds 

deeper in the earth where they were better 

protected 

from the 

sun and 

heat. This 

helped dry 

farming be 

more 

successful. 
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Government laws to promote Homesteader numbers 

1861 = several Southern States left the USA (Confederate States), 

they wanted to be separate. They wanted to keep slavery but the 

Northern States (Union States) wanted to abolish (end) slavery. The 

American civil war started: the North fought the South. 

THE WAR WAS IMPORTANT BECAUSE IT LED TO THE 

GOVERVNMENT IN THE NORTH PASSING THE 1862 

HOMESTEAD ACT BECAUSE THEY WANTED AMERICAN 

FAMILIES TO LIVE ON THE PLAINS – THEY DIDN’T WANT 

THE SOUTH TO TAKE CONTROL OF THE PLAINS AND BRING 

IN MORE SLAVERY.  

 

1862 = THE HOMESTEAD ACT =this gave Homesteaders 160 

acres (a homestead) of public land, it cost $10 to register your 160 

acre homestead (filing a claim). Anyone over the age of 21 who was 

the head of a household could register for a homestead.  Once you 

lived on the homestead for 5 years you could pay $30 and own it 

(known as ‘proving up’).  

Proving up = buying your homestead 

Public land = land owned by the government 

 

The 1862 Homestead Act was important because: 

 

1. By 1876, over 6 million acres of land were homesteads as a result 

of the Homestead Act. This was important because the population of 

Nebraska grew rapidly as people moved to become homesteaders. 

 

2. The Homestead Act encouraged settlers from Europe to move to 

the USA and become homesteaders. By 1875, more than half of 

Nebraska’s population were immigrants. Women could also file claims 

for a homestead. 
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3. The Homestead Act helped achieve the government aim of 

Manifest Destiny - white Americans living across all of America. 

Before homesteading, Nebraska wasn’t a state of America, it was a 

territory. Because the population increased Nebraska was able to 

become a state of America. 

 

However, the 1862 Homestead Act had problems: 

 

1. By 1884 only 13 million acres (60% of homestead claims) were fully 

owned by homesteaders: 160 acres was too little for many families. 

 

2. 80 million acres of public land out of a total of 500 million acres 

became homesteads (16%). The number of homesteads was far less 

than expected.  

 

 The Timber Culture Act, 1873 

In some areas of the Plains, 160 acres was too little to grow enough 

food because weather conditions and the soil were so bad.  

This new Act was important because now a Homesteader could have 

another 160 acres if they promised to plant trees on 25% of the 

land. AS A RESULT, more families were attracted to settle on the 

Plains: 16 million acres were taken up after this ACT. 

Trees were important because: 

 They would provide fuel. 

 They would provide timber for houses so sod-houses could be 

replaced. 

Problems 

1. Many of the trees planted in Kansas and Nebraska died because 

they didn’t have enough water.  

2. People claimed the free land but didn’t farm it; they just sold it 

for a higher price a few years later. 
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The Exodusters 
 

In 1865 the Northern States 

won the American Civil war, 

over  4 million slaves were 

freed. Many white people in 

the South were extremely 

racist and hated the idea of 

slaves being freed.  

Exodusters were ex-slaves who were encouraged to live on the 

Plains. 

 

Why did the Exodusters move to the Plains?Why were the 

Exodusters improtant? 

1. The Homestead Act offered free land to homesteaders – ideal for 

poor ex-slaves. As a result, many black people believed that they 

would be able to escape racism and successfully and start a new life 

by farming in Kansas. The population of Kansas increased, towns 

grew. 

2. Kansas had a reputation as an anti-slavery state. This meant Black 

people believed they would be welcomed in Kansas. As a result, there 

was no slavery in Kansas.  

3. An ex-slave called Benjamin Singleton encouraged and promoted 

the movement of ex-slaves to the state of Kansas where he had 

lived since 1873. He held meetings and promoted Kansas. This meant 

more ex-slaves migrated. By 1879 40,000 ex-slaves had moved to  

Kansas, Missouri and Indiana.  
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Problems faced by the Exodusters 

1. Other settlers had taken the best land. The Exodusters were left 

with land that was difficult to farm. Consequently, some black people 

could not afford to register their claim and had to rely on charity. 

 

2. Many Exodusters had caught a disease called yellow fever on the 

way to Kansas and were ill. This meant they needed help from the 

state government to help them survive. 

  

3. White settlers in Kansas were often racist and opposed the large 

numbers of black people coming to Kansas. They wanted them sent 

back to the southern states where they had come from. As a result, 

Black people moved out of Kansas and tried farming in Nebraska 

instead.   

  

 

 

The Oklahoma Land Rush (1893) 

In 1889 the government decided to open up Indian lands for white 

people. It was announced that at 12 noon on 22nd April 1889 a huge 

area containing plots of 160 acres would be opened up for settlers to 

claim. Settlers raced to claim the best plots. 

Consequently, there were 7 land rushes in Oklahoma, the largest was 

in 1893 when 2 million acres were opened up for settlement. As 

aresult, many more Americans 

were living on the Plains. 

As a consequence, the idea of 

Manifest Desting was becoming 

true – americans living across 

America.  
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RAILROADS 
 

The Pacific Railroad 

Act, 1862: This Act 

meant that the job 

of building a railroad 

across America was 

given to two 

companies: The Union 

Pacific and The 

Central Pacific.  

 

Why were railroads important? How did railroads help 

homesteaders settle on the Plains? 

 

1. The government gave railroad companies 45 million acres of 

free land. The railroads advertised their land at cheap prices 

to encourage people to buy it and become homesteaders.  

 

2. The railroad made it easier for people to become 

homesteaders because they could travel much more quickly to 

the Plains.  

 

3. It also made it easier to get timber and farming machinery like 

wind-pumps and barbed-wire. By 1880 the railroad companies 

had persuaded people to settle on 200 million acres, far more 

than the Homestead Act covered. 

 

4. Towns were built next to railroads which encouraged 

homesteaders to grow crops because they could be sold and 

transported for sale easily. 
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Law and order problems 

US Marshall = a law officer appointed to look after a territory 

Town Marshall = appointed to keep law and order in a town 

Sheriff = elected to look after law and order in a county 

Posse = a group of men organised by a Marshall to find criminals.  

Why did law and order problems arise? 

1. Distance = America is huge, it was difficult to cover the large 

areas and isolated communities of the West. There were huge 

distances for the small number of lawmen to cover. It was easy 

for criminals to escape before a lawman could arrive at the 

scene of a crime.  

 

2. Population growth of the West = In the 1840s there were few 

people in the West so there were few problems. However, as 

the population grew so did law and order problems. California 

found it difficult to cope after the Gold Rush of 1849 when 

the population rose from 8,000 in 1846 to 120,000 in 1850.  

  

3. Poor court system and lawmen = judges often had poor 

knowledge of law; courts often gave unfair verdicts. Sheriffs 

had little or no legal training, they were often corrupt and 

settled cases in favour of their friends or they were bribed. 

 

4. Poor pay = the job of a law enforcement officer was badly paid 

so it was hard to recruit enough men, they could be bribed by 

criminals. 
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Mining camps 

When gold was discovered, many 

people settled in the area to 

prospect (dig) for gold. Camps 

could grow from a few people to 

huge towns with thousands of 

people very quickly. This led to 

problems because there was not 

enough time to create systems of 

law.  

1. When you found gold you could claim the site and any gold found 

on the site. The claim had to be registered with the district 

recorder. This led to ‘claim jumping’ when other prospectors 

murdered the original miner making the claim and stealing the claim 

for themselves because it had gold in it. 

2. ‘Road agents’ were gangs of criminals who robbed travellers or 

miners. 

3. There were many prostitutes and saloons selling alcohol in the 

mining towns. People gambled. Arguments were often settled by 

fights or with guns. 

4. In 1852 20,000 miners came to California from China. This led to 

racial problems, robbery and murder.  

5. Many prospectors could not find any gold. Instead they went to 

live in towns like San Francisco and turned to crime. San Francisco 

suffered from much gang crime such as robbery and murder because 

there were so many gang members and not enough law and order 

officers. 
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How to deal with law and 

order problems? 

The USA is made up of 

different states. Each state 

can make some laws of its own. 

Each state also has to follow 

some federal laws (laws made 

by the government of the 

whole country in Washington). 

Before an area became a state of the USA it was a territory. When a 

territory had 60,000 people could it become a state with its own laws and 

legal system. Before then it was governed by the federal government in 

Washington.  

1. Officials appointed by the Federal government  

For a state or territory, the federal government in Washington could 

appoint:  

-3 judges to judge criminal cases. 

-US Marshalls and deputies to keep law and order in a state or 

territory.  

 

2. Officials appointed by the State/ Territory governor 

Once a territory had 5,000 people it could elect sheriffs for a county to 

make sure laws were being followed and criminals were caught and 

punished. Territories and states could had: 

-Town Marshalls (and Deputies) were appointed in towns for a year at a 

time. 

-Sheriffs were elected every 2 years by the people of a county. 
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What did communities without government help do? 

Miners’ courts 

People in mining towns got together to agree and write down rules 

for the people in the mining area. This was important because it 

meant there were some rules/ laws. There were also judges to settle 

claims for mines and deal with crime. This resulted in some law and 

order. 

However, the trials were often very short, sometimes unfairly run 

and did not always give justice. Consequently, this was not good law 

and order. Racial problems and murder of Mexicans and Chinese by 

white miners were often ignored which shows there were still 

problems in mining towns. 

Vigilante committees 

The huge amount of crime in San Francisco in 1851 led to the 

formation of groups of men who would settle problems themselves 

because there was not enough town Marshalls or deputy Marshalls. 

These groups were called Vigilante Committees or Vigilantes. The 

vigilantes were important for law and order because they captured 

suspected criminals, put them on trial and punished those found 

guilt.  

In 1851, 89 suspects were put on trial; about half were found not 

guilty, a quarter were deported, 15 handed over to official lawmen 

and the rest were executed. 

However, some vigilantes were corrupt and used did not give 

suspects a fair trial; innocent people were lynched (hung illegally); 

some vigilantes used their powers to kill their enemies even if they 

had committed no crime. 
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More law and order problems 

Abilene was a town in Kansas, it became famous because of their law and 

order problems.  

Cowboys were involved in murders, drunkenness, gambling. When a jail was 

built in 1870 it was torn down. The town Marshall banned guns but was 

murdered trying to arrest a man. Eventually, cowboys were banned from 

the town. 

The Civil War (1861 – 1865) 

The civil war between the Northern and 

Southern states increased problems. Some 

gangs of soldiers deserted from the army 

(left without permission) and turned to 

crime. The Reno Gang was made up of 

deserters who murdered people and held 

up trains in the late 1860s. They were 

hunted down by the Pinkertons (a private 

detective agency) and vigilantes. They were caught and hung in 1868.  

Billy the Kid  

Billy the Kid was a criminal of the 1860s and 1870s. As a teenager he 

rustled (stole) cows and horses. He formed a gang and got involved in the 

Lincoln County War – a 3 day gunfight between 2 rival groups of cattle 

ranchers (owners). Although arrested several times, the justice system 

was too weak; Billy was able to escape from jail. He was eventually shot 

dead by Sheriff Pat Garrett in 1881.  

Wyatt Earp and the Gunfight at the 

O.K. Corral 

Corral = a fenced area for horses or 

cattle 

Wyatt Earp was a famous lawman. In 

the 1870s he became a Deputy Marshall in the town of Wichita. In 

1880 he moved to the town of Tombstone where he was hired by a 
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group of rich businessmen to restore law and order. Two families – 

the Clantons and McLaurys – were involved in much crime and 

lawlessness (breaking the law). 

In a gunfight in 1881 in Tombstone’s OK Corral, Earp and his 

brothers shot dead 3 members of the family. In 1882 the families 

shot dead 2 of Wyatt Earp’s brothers. However, Wyatt Earp was 

forced out of Tombstone as he was blamed for increasing the 

violence. 
LAW AND ORDER: SUMMARY 

 

Reasons for 

problems 

Problems Solutions 

No system of 

law and order 

at first 

 

Remote areas 

to police 

 

Miles away 

from 

Washington 

and the central 

government 

 

Easy for 

criminals to 

escape 

Cattle 

rustling 

 

Bank and 

train  

Robberies 

 

Fence 

cutting 

 

 Claim-

jumping 

 

 

Miners’ courts and Vigilantes 

More settlers = better organisation of law 

and order and more taxes to pay sheriffs 

and provide facilities 

Towns passed laws to ban cowboys and 

guns 

 

Railways = law officers could travel to 

crime scenes faster. Railways were used to 

take criminals to jail in larger cities which 

were safer than jails in smaller towns. 

 

Telegraph lines ran beside railway lines = 

law officers could 

send/ tap messages 

about crime so 

better 

communication 

reduced crime. 
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The cattle trade and cowboys 
 

The cattle trade 

started in Texas in 

the early 1800s.  

The American Civil 

War started in 

1861, and Texans 

went off to fight. 

The cattle roamed 

free. On returning 

home in 1865 the Texans found there were huge herds of cattle. 

Realising that there was a great demand for beef in the north of the 

USA, they began to walk their cattle north to Sedalia in Missouri 

where they were loaded onto trains for Chicago. 

The 1860s and 1870s were a time of great growth in the cattle 

trade. In the 1870s many cattlemen moved out of Texas and onto 

the Great Plains. This was known as the Open Range because the 

ranches had no fences or walls. 

In spring 1886 there was a drought, followed by a scorching hot 

summer (up to 43°C). This was followed by a winter storm in January 

1887, in which the temperature dropped to -43°C. Half the cattle on 

the Plains died in a single year. The number of ranches fell. 
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The life of a cowboy: SPRING = the round –up 

 

Before they could take the cows for sale the cowboys had to do a 

round-up. This meant rounding up (finding and gathering together) all 

the cows owned by a rancher. The cows were branded so you knew 

which ones you owned. 

 

The life of a cowboy: SUMMER = the Long Drive 

 

The long drive could be hundreds of miles long. It took between 2 

and 3 months.  

Cowboys slept out in the open and took turns to guard the herd of 

cows at night. Herds of up to 3,000 cows were walked along trails 

from Texas up onto the Great Plains to cow-towns like Abilene.  

Life of a cowboy: Dangers of the Long Drive 

The weather included extreme heat, hailstorms, sandstorms and 

torrential rain. 

Indians (Sioux, Cheyenne) sometimes attacked the cowboys and 

stole cattle. 

Rustlers were thieves who stole cattle.  

Homesteaders put up barbed-wire fences to stop cows getting to 

their crops. This made the long drive even longer. 

Cattle would stampede (run around in a panic). Hundreds of cows 

could stampede over many miles.  

Life of a cowboy: Abilene 

 

At Abilene cows were sold and then put on trains to be taken to the 

big cities of the east like Chicago. Then they would be sold to shops 

and butchers. 
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Cowboys spent their money on alcohol, gambling and prostitutes. 

AFTER SELLING THE COWS IN ABILENE, COWBOYS WOULD 

MAKE THEIR WAY BACK TO TEXAS AND TRY AND FIND 

WORK IN THE WINTER BEFORE THE NEXT ROUND-UP IN 

SPRING. 

 

 

Important cattlemen 

Charles Goodnight and Oliver Loving: the Goodnight-Loving Trail 

THEY WERE IMPORTANT BECAUSE: 

1. They established the Goodnight-Loving Trail in 1866. It was used 

by many different cowboys to take their cows out of Texas for sale 

in New Mexico or cow-towns on the Plains. They were then taken to 

cities in the east like Chicago. THIS HELPED THE CATTLE TRADE 

GROW; OTHER CATTLEMEN COULD USE THE NEW TRAIL TO 

SELL CATTLE IN THE WEST. 

2. He drove cattle to Colorado (700 miles away) and into Wyoming. 

THIS WAS IMPORTANT BECAUSE Wyoming began to develop its 

own cattle industry. 

 

3. By 1876 Goodnight’s ranch (cattle farm) was over 1 million acres. 

GOODNIGHT WAS IMPORTANT BECAUSE he had shown that the 

cattle industry could be very profitable so other men tried to copy 

him. 
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Joseph McCoy and Abilene 

1. Joseph McCoy established the Chisholm Trail from Texas to 

Abilene and developed the town of Abilene.  

McCOY WAS IMPORTANT BECAUSE HE ESTABLISHED 

ABILIENE AS A CENTRE FOR TRADING CATTLE. 

2. McCOY WAS IMPORTANT BECAUSE he persuaded the Kansas 

Pacific Railroad to build their railroad and a station in Abilene. 

Cattle could be sold and loaded onto trains to be taken to cities in 

the East of America like Chicago. Cows in Texas sold for $5 but in 

Chicago they sold for $40 so cattle-men could make huge profits. 

 

3. By 1870 over 300,000 cattle were being traded in Abilene. 

McCOY WAS IMPORTANT BECAUSE HE had helped the cattle 

trade grow. 

 

Abilene was important because 

1. The area was good for 

water and grass for the 

cattle; it would make a good 

place as a market-place for 

Texas cattle drives.  

2. McCoy built facilities for 

feeding cows and holding areas called stockyards where they were 

held before they were sold. 

 

 

 

http://spartacus-educational.com/WWabiline.htm
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3. Abilene became a centre for the cattle 

trade. By 1870 over 300,000 cattle were 

traded in Abilene. 

4. The Kansas Pacific Railroad built their 

railroad and a station in Abilene. This was 

important because it connected the town 

to big cities in the east where beef could 

be transported to and sold so the cattle trade grew.. 

John Iliff 

1. John Iliff won the contract to supply beef to the Sioux Indians, 

who had been forced by the US army to live in Indian camps 

(reservations) in the Black Hills. He also sold beef to shops in mining 

towns. This meant he had shown the cattle industry could be 

profitable. 

 

2. John Iliff moved out of Texas and onto the Great Plains to farm 

cattle. THIS WAS IMPORTANT BECAUSE HE WAS THE FIRST 

PERSON TO set up an 'open range' ranch on the Plains - in Wyoming 

in 1867. (Open range = a cattle ranch with no walls or fences).  

 

3. HIS OPEN RANGE RANCH IN WYOMING WAS IMPORTANT 

BECAUSE  other cattlemen moved out of Texas and followed him 

onto the Plains. As a result, there were fewer long drives. 

 

Wyoming  

 

 

 

 

Texas  
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THE CATTLE TRAILS WERE IMPORTANT BECAUSE THEY 

COULD BE FOLLOWED BY COWBOYS AND COWS SO THAT 

THE CATTLE COULD BE MOVED OUT OF TEXAS AND ONTO 

THE GREAT PLAINS FOR SALE. AS A RESULT, THE CATTLE 

TRADE GREW. 
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Open Range Ranching 

In the 1870’s the cattle trade grew; many cattlemen moved out of 

Texas and onto the Great Plains. This was known as the Open Range 

because the ranches had no fences or walls. 

 

Why did the trade grow? Why move onto the Plains? 

 

Men like Iliff, McCoy and Goodnight helped the cattle trade grow. 

However, there were other reasons as well: 

Reason Explanation  

1.The Indians were being 

defeated by the army, the 

buffalo herds were being 

destroyed. 

 

 

 

As a result, it was safer to be on 

the Plains, there was less chance of 

cattle being stolen.  

Because there were fewer buffalo 

it meant there was more grass for 

the cattle to eat so there were 

more cattle. 

2. Railroads were built across the 

Plains. They connected towns on 

the Plains to big eastern cities 

like Chicago. 

 

Being on the Plains meant cattle 

were nearer towns with railroads 

where they could be sold and easily 

taken to cities in the east. 

3. There were towns being built 

by men like Joseph McCoy (such 

as Abilene) on the Plains. They 

had stables, and livestock areas 

to keep the cattle. 

Cattle ranchers (men who farmed 

cattle) had more places to sell their 

cattle. More cow towns meant it 

was easier to sell your cattle and 

easier for buyers to buy cattle. 

4. Businessmen like John Iliff 

found that a cow worth $5 in 

Texas could sell for $50 in places 

like Abilene if it was healthy and 

fat. 

Beef was very popular in the east. 

As a result, ranchers could make 

huge profits by farming cattle so 

the trade grew. 
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How did the life of a cowboy change? 

 

The 1860s: Ranches in Texas,  

Life on the Long Drive and 

trails  

The 1870s: Ranches on the 

Plains, 

Life on the open range ranch 

Did the round up and branding in 

spring. 

Did the round up and branding in 

spring. 

Did the long drive in summer, 

this could take between 2 – 4 

months. 

Did not do a long drive: it took a 

few days to travel to a local 

town or railroad for sale. 

Winter in Texas was not as cold 

or snowy. 

Winter was very harsh on the 

Plains: 

 Cowboys had to rescue 

cows stuck in snow  

 

Spent most of their money on 

drink, gambling and prostitutes 

when they got to towns like 

Abilene. 

Life was stricter: gambling, 

drinking was banned; more rules 

to follow. 

 If the ranch had fences the 

cowboys had to ‘ride the line’ – 

ride a horse to the boundaries 

of the ranch and check that the 

fences were not broken 

Many dangers: rustler, 

stampedes, Indian attacks, 

storms. Work was very tiring 

because it took so long. 

Fewer dangers because they 

didn’t do the long drive: 

rustlers. Got into arguments 

with homesteaders over land and 

access to water.  Work not as 

tiring. 

Cowboys lived outside for long 

periods on the long drive. 

Cowboys lived on the ranch or in 

a bunkhouse close to the ranch. 
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Changes in the cattle trade 

 

1860s = the long drive out of Texas onto the Great Plains 

 

1870s = fewer long drives because ranchers moved their herds of 

cows onto the Great Plains: Open Range Ranches  

 

1886/ 1887 = the end of the Open Range Ranching 

 

 

Changes and decline in the cattle industry 

By the late 1880s the cattle trade was in decline: few cattle, fewer 

ranches, and fewer cowboys. Ranches and herds became much 

smaller.  

 

Event  Why it caused a decline 

1. In the big cities in the east 

the price of beef was falling, the 

cattle industry was less 

profitable. 

As a result, some ranchers went 

bankrupt because there was 

less money and profit in cattle. 

 

2. Overgrazing: there were so 

many cattle on the Plains that 

too much grass was grazed 

(eaten) and it did not grow back 

quickly enough. 

This meant fewer cows because 

they died through lack of grass. 

Huge fires on the Great Plains 

made this problem worse. 

 

The winter of 1886/ 87: The Great Die Up 

In the winter of 1886/87 the temperature fell as low as -55 

degrees.  

Results (consequences) of the winter of 1886/ 87: 

1. As a consequence of the cold, many cows died through lack of 

food, only the strongest cows survived. Ranchers now bred better, 

stronger cattle. Cowboys also died because of the cold and ranchers 

went bankrupt. 
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2. Herds of cattle were smaller which meant they were easier to 

feed, find in the snow and look after. Smaller herds were easier to 

guard so there was less theft. As a result, fewer cowboys were 

needed so many lost their jobs. 

 

3. Ranchers could fence in their land 

with barbed wire because the 

ranches were now smaller. The open 

range was ending. As a result, this 

made the job of the cowboys easier 

and meant the cattle cold not wander off for miles and get lost or 

stolen. 

 

4. Another consequence of smaller ranches that had barbed wire 

fences was that the cowboys had to ride the line – follow the 

barbed wire fences making sure they were not broken. Also, there 

were fewer round-ups because the cattle were not spread out over 

huge differences. 
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1865 - 1870 : 

Ranching in Texas and 

Long Drives 

1870 - 1885 : 

Ranching on the Open 

Range on the Great 

Plains 

 

1885 – 1890 : The 

end of the Open 

Range on the Great 

Plains 

Spring and summer 

Round up cattle, brand 

them. 

 

Take the cows on the 

Long Drive for sale. 

 

 

 

Cowboys slept in the 

open whilst on the Long 

Drive. 

Spring and summer 

Round up cattle, brand 

them. 

 

Walk the cattle a much 

shorter distance to a 

cow town for sale. 

 

 

Often slept in the open 

or bunkhouses or line 

camps. 

Spring and summer 

Mend fences. 

 

Brand cattle. 

 

Walk the cattle a much 

shorter distance to a 

cow town for sale. 

 

Often slept in the open 

or in bunkhouses or line 

camps. 

Winter 

Texas didn’t get much 

snow so there were few 

problems in winter. 

 

Many cowboys lost 

their jobs because they 

weren’t needed. 

 

Winter 

Often very snowy on 

the Plains. 

 

Patrol the ranch from 

their line camp; rescue 

trapped cattle, feed 

them, mend fences and 

check for cattle 

rustlers. 

 

Often slept in 

bunkhouses or line 

camps. 

Winter 

Often very snowy on 

the Plains. 

 

Mend fences. 

P 

atrol the ranch from 

their line camp;  

rescue trapped cattle, 

feed them, mend 

fences and check for 

cattle rustlers. 

 

Often slept in 

bunkhouses or line 

camps. 
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Homesteaders v Cattle Ranchers 
 

Cattle barons = wealthy, powerful cattle ranchers 

Cattle ranchers = men who owned herds of cattle (cows) 

Cattle rustling = stealing cattle (cows) 

Homesteaders = farmers who farmed on the Great Plains 

Rustlers = cattle thieves 

Wyoming = a state 

of the USA.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 1892, in Johnson County; a battle broke out between the 

cattlemen and homesteaders in Wyoming.  

In Wyoming the cattle ranchers took large areas of land to prevent 

newcomers from using it.  Homesteaders fenced off their land with 

barbed wire which stopped the cattle from walking over it or eating 

the crops. It also stopped cattle getting to streams and rivers for 

water. 

Some cattle ranchers became very rich by ranching (farming) cattle. 

They became known as Cattle Barons. They used their wealth to take 

land and they also forced homesteaders off their land.   
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Wyoming Stock Growers Association (the WSGA) 

Many of the Cattle Barons in Wyoming organized the Wyoming Stock 

Growers Association (the WSGA), the organization held much power.  

Ella Watson and Jim Averill 

In 1889 a Cattle Baron called A. J. Bothwell 

wanted to take over land that belonged to 

James Averill and Ella Watson. Averill and 

Watson owned their own homestead (farm).  

. Bothwell accused Averill of stealing cattle. 

Ella Watson and James Averill were both 

lynched (illegally hung) in front of their cabin 

by Bothwell and his men. This upset many of 

the local residents. No-one was prosecuted for 

the illegal lynching – it showed the power of 

the Cattle Barons and the WSGA because they could get away with 

murder. 

The Johnson County War 

In 1892, Wyoming Cattle Barons decided to sort out the 'rustlers'. 

They drew up a list of 70 people they suspected of cattle rustling 

and planned an invasion of 

Johnson County to kill them.  

They hired 22 Texas 

gunmen for $5 a day with a 

$50 bonus for every rustler 

killed. They were joined by 

50 other gunmen known as 

The Regulators.   
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The plan was for these invaders from Texas to capture the county 

town of Buffalo, kill Sheriff Angus of Johnson County and the 70 so-

called rustlers. They brought 2 newspaper reporters with them.  

In April 1892, the invaders attacked KC Ranch where they got held 

up by Nate Champion and Nick Ray. Because they had been held up at 

the KC Ranch, word got back to Sheriff Angus in Buffalo about the 

attack. As a result, he and local homesteaders formed a force of 

300 men to defend the County against the invaders. They forced the 

invaders back to the TA Ranch where they were surrounded.  

Consequently, the Cattle Barons used their influence to get the US 

President to send the US cavalry to protect and free the invaders.  

After the War 

The Cattle Barons were arrested and put on trial. However, the 

Cattle Barons had powerful friends (the governor of Wyoming) which 

meant they were not convicted. 

Although they were not convicted of the invasion, the Cattle Barons 

consequently lost some of their power. The homesteaders continued 

to farm. The cattlemen fenced in their ranches.  
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The Struggle for the Great Plains: Indians v Settlers 
 

How were the Plains Indians affected by white people going onto the 

Plains? 

 

1. Railways: 

The Indians’ freedom to follow a nomadic lifestyle was limited 

because railways crossed the Plains which cut across their hunting 

grounds.  

  

Hunting buffalo from trains became a sport for white men. 

Thousands of buffalo were slaughtered which affected Indian 

lifestyles. 

 

Americans spread out across the Plains and west in larger numbers: 

Manifest Destiny. The number of homesteaders grew as it became 

easier to travel to the Plains; communities grew in size. 

 

2. The Cattle industry 

As the number of cattle on the Plains increased there was less grass 

for the buffalo to eat. 

 

New cattle trails went through Indian lands. Some Indians charged 

cowboys a toll to go through their lands. Some Indians attacked 

cowboys and stole cattle.  

 

3. The discovery of gold: 1849, California; 1859, Rocky Mountains  

1863, Black Hills in Montana. 

  

More whites used the Oregon Trail to trespass on Indian lands and 

disturb buffalo herds. 

The Indians were forced into signing Treaties that took away their 

land 

Indians fought the US army and miners/ settlers as they trespassed 

on Indian lands. 
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The Fort Laramie Treaty 1851 

 

The government wanted the Indians to sign a Treaty to agree not to 

attack white settlers and get tribes to live in certain areas 

(reservations).  

In September 1851 the Treaty was signed: 

1. The Plains Indians agreed to allow the government to survey the 

lands for railroad building, build railways, roads and army forts on 

the Indian land without being attacked. AS A CONSEQUENCE, it 

was easier for the government and US army to control the Plains if 

they had forts there. ALSO, more people could move across 

America if a railroad was built. 

2.  The Plains Indians agreed to allow settlers to pass through their 

lands and use the Oregon Trail without being attacked. AS A 

CONSEQUENCE, more settlers could move and live on the Plains and 

the West which helped the government aim of manifest destiny. 

3. The US government agreed to let the Indians have smaller areas 

of land forever e.g. the Sioux were given The Black Hills in Dakota 

forever. AS A CONSEQUENCE, this showed that the government 

was breaking and going back on earlier agreements like the 1834 

Permanent Indian Frontier and that they wanted white settlers to 

have more rights about where they could travel and live. The Indians 

were less important than white settlers.  
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Reservations 

As more white people settled on the Plains and became farmers 

(homesteaders) or cattlemen the US government tried to move 

Indians into reservations.  

Tribes continued to move to reservations and agree to lose their 

lands because: 

 the US army used force to move Indians 

 it was so hard to survive due to shrinking numbers of buffalo 

which made it harder to hunt 

 starving Indians would follow government orders to get food. 

President Grant’s Peace Policy 1868 

President Grant did try to bring peace to the conflict with the 

Indians: 

 Gave $2 million to improve conditions on reservations. 

 He replaced corrupt Indian Agents on reservations who 

treated Indians better. 

His ‘Peace Policy’ had some success: battles decreased from 101 in 

1869 to 43 in 1877.   
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Life on the reservations 

Reservations were large areas of land set aside for Indians by the 

US government. At first Indians were allowed to leave the 

reservations to hunt buffalo. Government appointed Indian Agents 

ran the reservations. 

1. AS A CONSEQUENCE OF RESERVATIONS, the areas Indians 

could live on shrank. 

Large reservation allowed the Indians to try and keep their 

traditional lifestyles. By shrinking and splitting the reservations, the 

government made it harder for traditional lifestyles (e.g. hunting) to 

continue.  

2. AS A CONSEQUENCE OF RESERVATIONS, Indian Chiefs had 

less power. 

The government set up special councils for each of the tribes; as a 

result, these councils took away the right of Chiefs to govern the 

tribe. Government courts were used to keep law and order and 

punish Indians . 

The Dawes Act 

This law said that instead of the tribe being given the reservation 

land the government decided that individual families should own 

their own plots of land. It meant the power of the tribe and the 

Chiefs was reduced. 
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3. AS A CONSEQUENCE OF RESERVATIONS, the culture of the 

Indians’ was destroyed because Indian children were taken away and 

sent to school   

They were taught to 

read, write and speak in 

English and not allowed 

to wear their traditional 

clothes. They did not 

learn about their own 

culture or Indian skills 

like horse-riding. They were taught about Christianity.  

4. AS A CONSEQUENCE OF RESERVATIONS, Indians died 

because of living conditions and corrupt Government Agents 

Most Indians tribes had no experience of farming; the land of the 

reservations was poor quality and difficult to farm. There was often 

drought and insects ate crops. Therefore, there was much hunger 

and poverty. There was disease (e.g. measles, flu) because corrupt 

Indian Agents took medical supplies. Indians relied on the 

government for food, clothes and shelter. Alcoholism and depression 

were common. 

Government Agents  

These men were supposed to look after the Indians on reservations 

but many were corrupt and took medicine, food and supplies for 

themselves. Some Indians joined the Indian Agency Police and were 

better fed and housed than others. Good behaviour saw Indians 

receive more food and supplies. 
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THE INDIAN WARS 
 

1. LITTLE CROW’S WAR 

 

Little Crow led a band of the Dakota Sioux tribe in Minnesota; in 

1862 they went to war. 

Causes of the War 

1851 = The Dakota Sioux lost their lands and had to live on 

reservations. As a consequence, they received compensation but the 

land was not good for farming and they couldn’t hunt buffalo. 

1862 = Crops were failing and the Sioux could not buy food, some 

were starving. Indian Agents refused to help, they were corrupt and 

stole food. 

Events of the War 

As a result of starvation, Little Crow attacked an Indian Agency, 

killed Agents and stole food and supplies. Settlers and soldiers were 

killed in fighting along the valley of the Minnesota River.  

This led to the army being sent to defeat the Indians.  

Results, what happened after the War? 

More than 1600 Dakota Indians were held in a US army prison. Living 

conditions were poor; disease killed more than 300. In April 1863, 

the U.S. government began to expel the Dakota people entirely from 

Minnesota. 

The survivors were sent to the Crow Creek Reservation, a place with 

terrible land for farming. 
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2. THE SAND CREEK MASSACRE, 1864 

Gold was discovered in Colorado. Consequently, white settlers broke 

the Fort Laramie Treaty and crossed Indian lands to get to 

Colorado. Also, Cheyenne warriors attacked settlers in Colorado 

because they were starving. This meant the governor of Colorado 

called the US army for help. 

 

Black Kettle (a Cheyenne chief) tried to end the fighting. He was 

advised to camp near Fort Lyon in Colorado and fly an American flag 

over his camp to show they were friendly. On November 29th, 1864, 

when most men were out hunting, Colonel Chivington and his 700 US 

army troops attacked the Indian campsite. 

 

Consequently, over 100 Indians were killed, despite flying the 

American flag and a white flag after the attack began. Most of the 

Indians killed were women and children; many of their bodies were 

mutilated and scalped. 

 

 

3. RED CLOUD’SWAR, 1866-68 

 
Red Cloud was a chief of the Lakota 

Sioux. In the 1860s gold was 

discovered in Montana. The route to 

the gold was called the Bozeman 

Trail. However, it ran through the 

hunting grounds of the Lakota Sioux 

Indians. As aresult, the Bozeman 

Trail broke the Fort Laramie Treaty 

of 1851 which had given the land to the Sioux.  

Red Cloud saw the US government as going back on its promises so 

he attacked the settlers because the Treaty had been broken and 

they could not be trusted. He wanted to protect his hunting grounds 
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and his people’s rights. The government called for peace talks with 

Red Cloud. 

Red Cloud met with government officials in 1866 to settle their 

problems but walked out of the meeting when he discovered the 

army was going to build more forts along the Bozeman Trail. Red 

Cloud saw this as another betrayal and again chose to fight. 

He gathered over 3,000 warriors from several Sioux bands and also 

Cheyenne Indians to attack settlers and the US army over the next 

2 years. In December 1866, Red Cloud ambushed US army Captain 

Fetterman and his soldiers - 80 were killed, an event known as 

Fetterman’s Trap.  

Red Cloud’s warriors surrounded Fort Kearney; soldiers were unable 

to leave and migrants were unable to use the Bozeman Trail because 

it was so dangerous. 

As a result of Red Cloud’s war the government signed the Second 

Fort Laramie Treaty in 1868: the Bozeman Trail was closed (another 

route had already been found); Red Cloud agreed to take his people 

to a reservation in Dakota. 
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4. THE BATTLE OF LITTLE BIGHORN, 1876 

 

In 1874 gold was discovered in the Black Hills – sacred lands that 

had been given to the Sioux ‘forever’. As a consequence, white 

prospectors went to the Black Hills which broke the 1868 Second 

Fort Laramie Treaty. White people and the government wanted the 

land. The Sioux refused to sell the Black Hills to the US government 

for $6 million. As a result, the Sioux attacked miners and settlers. 

 

In December 1875 Sioux warriors left the reservation to attack 

miners and hunt.  The US army was sent to force the Indians back 

to their reservations. 

 

General Custer of the US army 7th Cavalry found a camp of 2,000 

warriors in June 1876. He weakened his force of 600 cavalry by 

dividing them into three for an attack. He did not know he was 

outnumbered by the Sioux. He expected the Sioux warriors to run, 

instead they fought.  

Custer was arrogant and over-confident and ignored the advice to 

wait for reinforcements. Custer’s unit of 7th Cavalry were all killed – 

over 250 men. 

 

 

Battle of Little Bighorn = short term victory and success 

 

In the short term the Battle was a victory: over 250 US army 

soldiers were killed. 
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Battle of Little Bighorn = long term failure and defeat  

 

In the long term the Battle was a failure for the Indians: 

 

1. Public opinion towards the Indians changed massively from wanting 

the US government to treat them humanely and reach peace 

agreements to crush the Indians or force them to live and act like 

other Americans. 

 

2. Consequently, government policy now changed from reaching 

agreements with the Indians to forcing them to become like other 

Americans or extermination (destroying them) if they refused. 

 

3. The US army forced Indians back to their reservations. Within 5 

years almost all Sioux and Cheyenne Indians were living on 

reservations and depended on the US army for shelter and food. 

This meant their traditional way of life was almost over. 

 

 

4. The Indians had their weapons and horses confiscated by the US 

army. The number of forts and soldiers on the Plains increased so as 

to deter Indian uprisings and enforce reservation rules. 
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5. THE WOUNDED KNEE MASSACRE, 1890 

 
By the late 1880s life on the reservations was becoming worse: 

hunger, loss of lifestyles and way of life. This led to the Ghost 

Dance 

 

In 1890, the Ghost Dance was performed by an Indian called 

Wovoka. He had a vision telling him that all Indians had to dance 

which would lead to the Great Spirit bringing all dead Indians back 

to life and the end of white people so the Indians would have their 

lives and hunting lands back again. Consequently, this belief spread 

very quickly amongst the Sioux. The Reservation Agents tried to ban 

the dance but couldn’t so they called in the army. Chief Sitting Bull 

of the Sioux was shot dead by one of his own tribe. 

 

Many of Sitting Bull’s followers fled to join up with Chief Big Foot. 

On December 28th 1890 the US army caught up with Big Foot and his 

followers and took them to a camp called Wounded Knee. The army 

tried to take away the Indians’ weapons. However, the army opened 

fire when a gun shot was heard; this led to 250 Indian men, women 

and children killed and 25 army soldiers.  

 

Impact of the Battle of Wounded Knee 

 

1. The Battle of Wounded Knee was generally approved of by the 

white American public and seen as revenge for the Battle of the 

Little Bighorn.  

 

2. The public thought that the Indians were too savage and had to 

be killed if they could not be controlled. 

 

3. The government announced that the Plains and West had been 

settled. No-where within the US belonged to other peoples. 
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WHY WERE THE INDIANS DEFEATED? 
 
1. Americans believed in Manifest Destiny and wanted to occupy all of 

America. As a result, they forced the Indians off their hunting 

grounds. 

2. Destruction of buffalo herds: without the buffalo, Indians could not 

live. This meant they were forced onto reservations. The government 

policy of setting up reservations allowed them to control Indian lives, 

lifestyles 

3. The US Army was large and well-armed.  They had horses, guns, 

plentiful supplies, forts. 

4. Miners, cattle-ranchers, homesteaders all called for the government 

to deal with the Indians. This led to the government telling the army to 

build forts and roads on the Plains to protect settlers. 

5. The building of railroads meant the army could move soldiers, 

weapons and supplies easily. 

 

How were the buffalo exterminated? 

1. Railroads took tourists and white hunters onto the Plains to shoot 

buffalo for sport. Consequently, they shot more buffalo than they 

could skin (take off the skin and fur). 

2. Railroad companies employed hunters to kill buffalo for meat for the 

railroad builders and to keep them off the railroad tracks.  

3. Buffalo hides (skins) were made into coats and leather goods so 

buffalo were hunted for their skins. By 1882 there were 5,000 white 

hunters and skinners at work on the Plains. The price of a buffalo hide 

was between $1 and $3; this meant hunting was a profitable business. 

4. Cattle on the Plains ate grass; they also carried insects called ticks 

which spread disease. As a result, a lack of grass and disease helped to 

kill the buffalo. 

 


